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The Magazine of the Essex Kite Group

Editorial

Hello!
Yes, it's Frank, your new secretary, but wearing my magazine editors hat.
A big thanks to Vernon for editing this magazine for so many years. I hope that this first edition under
my editorship will be half as good as he managed. If so, I will be very happy indeed.
In this edition you will find:
• A few thoughts from our new chair, Daphne.
• A short piece from me, wearing my other hat as club secretary.
• Vernon gives us the low down on membership matters.
• Courtney returns from "Pompey" with a report on the Portsmouth Kite Festival - spot the famous
face!
• Ernie regales us with has trips to Basingstoke, Margam, Teston Bridge and Lytham St Annes.
• I bore you senseless with reports on Royston, Layer Marney Towers, and the Wick Kite Festival.
• Vernon entertains us with a report on the Dunstable Kite Festival.
• Plus, various other "bits and pieces" dotted about the pages.
...And of course, our ever popular quiz pages!
Do not forget to check out the back page for dates of what is happening over the winter and spring.
Meetings, Xmas dinners, and the AGM.
Sit back with a cup of tea, put your feet up, and enjoy!
Frank - Editor.

Notes from the Chair

My name is Daphne May and I am the new Chair of the EKG.
First I would like to thank the outgoing chair Colin Kill who has ably handled the position of chair of
the Essex Kite Group for a number of years and who stepped down at the AGM claiming advanced
age and diminishing faculties which I personally find hard to believe in a person of only ninety plus
years of age. I would also like to thank Ernie Williamson who also stood down at the AGM as the club
secretary.
I used to belong to the club for a number of years, but personal events made me leave and I rejoined
again a couple of years ago. I am an avid kite flyer and also a kite (and kite reel) maker. I enjoy flying
all types of kites from the very small to the very large. I also used to do a bit of kite buggying in my
earlier years, but I am now a bit too old for all that.
Regarding the future of the EKG, I would like to promote the club as much as possible and keep it
going by hopefully encouraging more new members. I feel that a number of new kite flying venues
especially in the northern part of the county would help the club to achieve this. I feel that we are
stronger working together and we should all aim to promote and help the group as much as we
possibly can.
I hope to see you at our meetings and would appreciate any feedback and suggestions you feel would
make OUR club better.
Daphne - Chair Essex Kite Group
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From the Secretary.

Hello, my name is Frank Wright and I am the new secretary of the Essex Kite Group.
Firstly, I had better explain how I came to be the secretary of possibly the oldest kite club in the UK.
Simple really, no one else was prepared to do it. The post was vacant for a few months after our ex
secretary Ernie stood down from the role after the 2015 AGM and it became apparent that the club
could not function smoothly (well as smoothly as is possible with such a group of diverse individuals
within it) without an individual who was prepared to handle the routine involved in the running of the
club.
I came quite recently as an adult into the world of kiting. This is thanks to Daphne my partner, our new
Chair and a long time kite fanatic, who introduced me to the kiting community when we met, and
reacquainted me with the joys of kite flying, a pleasure that I had not sampled since childhood. Those
who attend club events know me as the “poor chap who can only afford to buy and fly such small
kites” which is true. However, I appear to spend quite a large part of my time clinging on to Daphne’s
huge “show” kites which she loves so much, and hammering in ground spikes for her with a seven
pound sledge hammer. As to my own kite preferences, they tend towards small single line “fighter”
kites which it is true, are indeed small and can also be extraordinarily cheap.
I would like to welcome Daphne May as our new Chair replacing Colin who has stepped down for
health reasons, and also, myself as the new editor of this magazine, again another job which became
vacant when Vernon our membership secretary relinquished this additional task due to family health
commitments.
I see this as an opportunity to rationalise the club. To recognise and come to terms with its diminishing
membership problem along with the increasing age of our members. In short, to ensure that the club
does not over extend itself with the ever smaller resources we seem to have at our disposal. I would
also like to beg as a new broom for a renewed “club spirit”, a pride in our club and an enthusiasm to
promote the club and its ideals to the general public and people of all ages.
Finally, I would like to thank both Ernie Williamson, our retiring Secretary and Colin Kill, our retiring
Chairman for all the work they have done for the club over the years that they have enthusiastically
and diligently performed their respective offices. May I add that both have greatly eased the transition
with both advice and information, for which the new committee members and me in particular are
extremely grateful. To Vernon, I apologise that this edition of the magazine cannot aspire to the high
standards that you attained during your tenure as editor.
I hope to see you all at the Xmas dinner and also at the AGM in the new year (see the events calendar
on the back page).
Please, bring good ideas to the AGM and food to both!
Frank - Secretary Essex Kite Group.
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Membership Update

Well, I guess, with the issue of your Autumn magazine, it is time for me to update you all on the
membership situation.
Most of you will know that I haven't managed to get to many meeting since the AGM.
Notwithstanding, I can say that since the AGM back in March, we have three new members and so on
behalf of EKG, may I welcome Michael and Christopher Hurcum from Stanford-Le-Hope and
Chelmsford respectively and Malcolm Buckle from Plaistow. Gentlemen, if you haven't yet managed
to get to a meeting yet, please come along and introduce yourselves.
This then brings our current paid-up membership to 32.
Of course, there are some members who I expect to renew after they receive their Autumn magazine
with its attached reminder.
Finally, speaking of reminders, as always, I would remind those lapsed members that you will
not be covered by the Group's public liability insurance should you wish to attend any of our
meetings or festivals we are invited to (please, see the report on the "Wick Country Park Kite
Festival" for an event organisers view on this - Ed) .
PS. Since the original submission of my report I am pleased to say that we have a new member and so
on behalf of EKG, may I welcome Kevin Gallifant into our small group of dedicated kite flyers. I
have also had two renewals from existing members. This then brings our current paid up membership
to 35.
Thank you ...
Vernon - Membership Secretary

FREE kite making E-book

Whilst writing my report on the Dunstable Kite Festival I came upon the website
www.my-best-kite.com/history-of-chinese-kites.html
A very interesting website which allows the user to download a FREE book entitled Simplest
Dowel Kites. Not only that but if you like the book, there are others that you can buy:
Making Dowel Kites @ £6.56 inc. vat
Making Skewer Kites also @ £6.56 inc. vat
OR, download the MKB Book Bundle @ £1 3.1 6 inc. vat. This bundle contains the
books:
Making Dowel Kites, Making Skewer Kites, Clip Art Tutorial, Climbing Kites,
Adelaide Kite Festival and All About Kites Q&A. SIX books for about the price of
the two above.
More importantly, the author is so convinced that you will like the books, the website makes the
following statement:
GUARANTEE
Risk-free, 60 day trial.
During this time, you can ask for a full 1 00% refund,
if you are not completely satisfied.
I am sure this item will go on my Christmas present list!
Vernon
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Portsmouth International Kite Festival

Day 1
Hello Kiters!
Let me start by getting the introduction bit out of the way!!
.... The festival was different from past years…
The camping section had decreased a lot in size and I mean a lot, it was like a morgue in comparison
to previous years. There was only one banner in sight and there was no night fly on Saturday, no
funfair, and no dog show, there was quite a strange atmosphere and due to the low number of kiters
attending the usual kiting community feel was not as prevalent as normal.
The first day of the festival went well with the usual big show kites filling the sky’s after a slow start
due to a struggle with the wind. The people of Portsmouth came out in large numbers as usual. Some
of those that I spoke to asked why the date had been changed from the bank holiday weekend but as
the stage for the proposed music event was already built it was easy to see why, but they all enjoyed
themselves no matter that it was a different weekend, there was still lots on offer for them to enjoy and
the weather was great, lots of sunshine and blue skies.
For my part, I did my usual first day with camera in hand and spent time catching up with friends from
all over the country who I had not seen
in a while.
First picture…the great English
cricketer, Freddie Flintoff, who was
there with his green chip van filming
his TV programme for charity and he
actually had a lesson and tried kite
flying later in the day! I also took a
photo of Freddie, Lynn, Yvonne and
Steve!

The brilliant Kite designers, George Peters and Mel Walker
were also there and I had a chat with them. They were both
lovely but I let George know that he was costing me a lot of
money in kites, especially his bird kites.
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The British contingent were doing their best as usual. The show must
go on!. The Brighton Kite Flyers had great displays and as always
were one of the main participants of the festival.

We finished off with a lovely meal in
the evening, a good first day.

Remembering Phil Scarfe

(Phil The Flames)
Phil, One of our well known kiting colleagues and
designer died last week after a relatively short illness.
Phil was known worldwide for his flame designs on
parafoil kites. His designing and workshops have
taken him to many countries. I have met him on
many occasions; he was a wonderful, funny man and
a brilliant designer. For those of us that have met him
and throughout the kiting community in general he
will be missed and our condolences are sent to his
family.
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Day 2
On arriving at the festival on day two, I had a feeling it was
going to be a difficult flying day, Mother Nature was in charge
and there was little or zero wind! But you know us kiters we
like a challenge and just like the phoenix we rose to the
challenge and the weather changed and it turned out to be
another beautiful day which meant the public came out in
numbers again and made for another special day. With the
weather improving the wind returned and the arena filled with
beautiful kites from the creative to the artistic, an amazing
display.

We all know about the festivals history and
the various rumours and stories. I do hope, as
I am sure many other kiters do as well, that
the various bodies that are responsible for
organising the festival make sure that it
continues for many years to come….as that
famous actor in the Meer Cat advert said…”
simples! We will be back”
Jamrok ( Courtney) & Lynn
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Ernie's Travel’s Part 1 - Margam Festival

The first outing with the caravan this year
was a trip to the Margam Festival near Port
Talbot South Wales. This took place over the
spring Bank Holiday 23rd-25th May. If you
recall the weather was excellent with almost
all of the country bathed in sunshine over the
complete bank holiday weekend.
This was a blessing as Sandra had been
constantly telling me that if it was wet this
year it would be the last time she was making
the journey as the last 4 years have been
extremely wet, so we were due for a good one
and it certainly was.
Kite flyers attended from the North West,
West Midlands, East Midlands, South West, South East as well as North and south Wales. Not
forgetting a couple from over the channel, Belgium I believe, all together about 30-35 campers keen to
fly their kites and put on a show for the public.
The kite festival shares the weekend with the
Model Boat Club displaying and
demonstrating their craft on the lake, but on
the Monday the festival combines with a craft
fair in the castle and in the grounds and
gardens with Children’s Entertainers, Dog
Show and Dance Troops etc. This year the
theme was Super Hero’s with visitors and kite
flyers dressing up as their super hero. Super
Hero kites were also flown like Guy Reynolds
with his Batman and Catwoman giant
inflatables.
The Festival had been well publicised and
coupled with an excellent forecast resulted in around 25,000 visitors to the park arriving almost enblock with facilities for around 5,000 which in the past had been adequate. This obviously caused
bottle necks with long queues on the M4 Junction and once inside the park queues for parking,
admission, food and toilets.
Readers of the morning newspapers may recall
negative headlines of "Festival Rip Off'", obviously
they had no proper news for that day. Personally it was
a fantastic weekend I have never seen such crowds
attending a kite festival. At 10.00 when the gates
opened it was like a super cruise liner disembarking on
the quay and continued for 2-3 hours.
Families and children behaved impeccably keeping on
the spectator’s side of the ropes and away from the
lines and show kites.
Roll on 2016 we will be there again and hope the sun
shines.
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Ernie's Travel’s Part 2 - Basingstoke Festival

The next outing with the caravan was Basingstoke. After a day trip last year we decided to take the
caravan and do the whole thing. Arriving Friday lunch time on the hottest day so far this year we were
greeted by some our Fuerte kiter friends from Midland Kite Flyers and Avon flyers. As we settled in
and pitched our caravan more of the Fuerte group arrived from Brighton Kite Flyers and Kent Kite
Flyers.
Kite flying was not on the immediate agenda as the wind was nil but hopefully it would improve over
the next 2 days so plenty of socializing for the time being and into the night.
Saturday started slow with low inconsistent wind so kites had to be flown from hand and only light
wind varieties but they were more down than up.
By lunch time the wind was stronger and the festival programme was under way in the arena with the
2 and 4 line displays to music.
In the top field the Brighton Kite Flyers attempted to launch some of their giant show kites. Not
confident the wind was suitable I decided to give them a hand and gain some more experience
handling large inflatables.
I was glad I did not attempt to fly my inflatables as the wind was all over the place. The giant Peter
Lynn Bear I was assisting with was swinging in a 120 degree arc bouncing over the ground and
keeping the public safe was a challenge as they don’t see any danger or hazard and a fun thing to allow
their children to dive into the bear as it hovered. Not realizing their entanglement in the bridles could
lead to injury should a gust of wind inflate the bear.
One lady had fun when deciding to put the picnic blanket down and with her buggy sat down and
watched her partner assist their toddler having fun diving onto the bear. The wind changed and swung
the bear towards her rolling her and the buggy over. It was fortunate the buggy did not get snagged in
the bears bridle. However the lesson had to be repeated again before she decided to move out of the
away.
I also was shocked when another young lady with a buggy walked towards the path of the bear. I
assumed the buggy was for the toddler with her partner who was again taking the toddler close to the
bear, however when I ushered her clear of the bears path I was amazed to see there was a new born in
the buggy which could have been picked up or rolled over if I had not guided her away from the
swinging bear.
I was pleasantly relieved when the decision was made to take
the kite down with the wind strength increasing and the bear
becoming even more uncontrollable.
Sunday and the wind again was challenging very light and
certainly no chance of flying any lifters so I persevered with
my 4m low wind delta on a light Dyneema line utilizing it as a
lifter for my pair of inflatable Goldfinches. It required
constant attention but was the only show kite in the in the sky
at the time but by 13.00 I gave up, the wind had almost gone
leaving the afternoon for ice cream and socializing but no
alcohol as we were moving on that evening for a week in the
New Forest.
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Ernie's Travel’s Part 3 - Lytham St Annes Festival

While at Margam Festival Sandra and I were invited to the Lytham St Annes Festival. As we had never
explored the South Lancashire area we decided to give it a go, so booked a week at a certified location
caravan site between Blackpool and Lytham St Annes. While there we visited Blackpool, Lytham St
Annes, Lytham, Preston and Southport. Southport in particular was favourite but the day we went was
a beautiful summers day which may have biased our opinion but it is a lovely place.
Come Friday we moved to Lytham St Annes Cricket Club, base camp for the Northern Kite Club
Lytham St Annes festival. We were made very welcome by the Northern Kite Flyers who assisted us in
any way they could and invited us to the Cricket Club bar for evening drinks and to explain the
procedures for the next day. Most important how to access the beach, Sandra and I felt very
comfortable in their company.
Saturday. First day of the festival. Drove in
convoy to the beach collected our pass from
the official and accessed beach by 10.30. Had
some guidance from one of the flyers as to
vehicle positioning and set up using the car as
the anchor. The wind was a brisk 22mph but
smooth and straight along the beach. Soon
there were 20 or so lifters in the sky mainly
Sleds and Peter Lynn types, but I chose to use
the Flowform 7 more colourful and handled
the wind well as did the others. It looked as if
all the lifters were nailed to the sky and not a
crossed line was had all day.
For the line decoration I chose to try the large Dave Holt puppy dog I made last winter. It was the first
time I had flown it in such a strong wind but it performed well. Well enough for Dave Holt himself to
come over and congratulate me on a job well done. It also attracted plenty of attention from the press
photographers one of which managed to cajole Sandra out of the car to pose alongside the dog
WITHOUT a jacket. Something even I had not managed to persuade her to do.
For something different the Dalek was added
to the show but come the afternoon it was time
for a change. The Dalek was put away and
after a bit of a tussle Sandra and I managed to
get the dog deflated and back in its bag. All to
be replaced by the shoal of Koi carp 3x 4m
and 3x1.5m. This really attracted the attention
of the flyers , obviously they had not seen
them on the northern circuit. The train of
crows which I flew to the side away from the
lifter’s also performed effortless all day
attracting a great deal of attention.
Apart from the single line display arena there was a 2nd arena for the 2 and 4 line team and trick
displays to music with Dave Holt providing the commentary. Dave is the designer of the horses and
puppy dog I fly, both of which are now made commercially by Premier Kites.
In the evening the flyers were invited back to the Cricket Club where a Lancashire hotpot meal was
provided with an apple pie and cream dessert. It was superb. Speeches followed and confirmation of
next years festival. The council representative estimated they had 65,000 visitors over the weekend
and gave their thanks to all the flyers.
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There were also medals awarded for the best ground display. best multi
line display and best single line display. Every flyer had to vote for
each of the categories during the day and I was amazed to be awarded
best single line display by a landslide for my Koi display and the
Crows had a mention also.
Entertainment followed from guy on an electric piano doing all the
Elton John and Jerry Lee stuff which invigorated us oldies to get up
and dance. During his break one of the Cumbrian lady kiters with a
beautiful voice and backing from a guitarist sang border folk and
country songs.
All in all it was a fabulous night rolling back to the caravan around
midnight. Bernard Crick told me the next morning he had learnt
another dance step trying to find his camper. 2 steps forward and 3
back.
Sunday. The weather forecast was dire, but the show must go on. Back at the beach 10.00 hours and
set up on a very wet beach. The wind had changed 180 deg but still brisk. Launched the flowform and
was arranging the display of horses for the day when a
distinctive drizzle was felt. This soon changed to heavy
rain and then stair rods which continued for the rest of
the day. The show still continued and the kites flew
well But by 13.00 with few spectators the organisers
called it a day as the sands were becoming water
logged, not with the sea that wasn’t seen all day, but
with the heavy rains and some were concerned about
getting off but no problems we all made it OK.
The following morning we all said our
goodbyes with an invite for next year as they
want their medal back, we departed for
home.
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Ernie's Travel’s Part 4 - Ron Dell Festival Teston Bridge Kent

A first time visit to this festival with camping from Friday to Monday, at Teston Bridge Country Park
on the banks of the Medway, a beautiful setting.
The hottest weekend of the year but unfortunately little wind, and located in a valley flying is
difficult unless the wind is straight up or down the valley which is not very often.
There were plenty of visitors but few kites as only ultra lights like Zero’s and Ninja’s had a chance
and only if they could pick up a thermal off a long launch.
However some children showed us how to do it by towing their kites behind them on bicycles.
Although the conditions for flying were mostly impossible the social side was excellent and hope to
return next year.

Ernie's Travel’s Part 5 - Hunstanton Classic Car and Kite Festival

Unfortunately this festival clashed with Portsmouth this year but as I had already committed to
Hunstanton before Portsmouth changed their dates, Hunstanton it was for us.
The festival is organised by the local Rotary to raise monies for their charities and has become a
classic car show with a good 200 entries but the organisers still invite kite flyers to demonstrate and
show off their kites and flying skills in arena slots throughout the day.
Dark Star (Brian Cantle) came out of retirement to fly his 3 kites ballet. Fabulous timing and control
in what were contrary winds. A pity he retired as in my opinion he is still probably the best in the
country.
We also had dance troops, martial art demos, childrens entertainers, a craft fair and all sorts of
retailers including food and a bar.
The kite retailer was our friend Manni Kluge of Kites4U who has served EKG members for a number
of years. It was great to see he was fit and well.
We were also treated to a fly past of a Spitfire this year.
We ended the day traditionally with other kite flyers on the sea wall eating a fish and chip supper and
hope to return next year.
Ernie and Sandra

Odd Knots - Double Fisherman

An occasional series of useful knots. A good knot for joining two kite lines.
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Royston Kite Festival 201 5

...a personal perspective from the new secretary.
It was an early start for me and Daphne as we set out for Royston. We had taken two cars as we had
expected to be bringing the EKG tent, kites and banners back with us as the new club secretary and
chair. Daphne’s car was so full of her own kites that it seemed to be the only viable option for us. The
journey was uneventful as you would expect that time on a Sunday morning and we arrived in
convoy at the venue about 8.30AM.
I had a rush of blood to the head and made a bee line for the entrance which I thought was at the top
of the flying field. Daphne got it right, broke ranks and headed for the entrance at the bottom of the
field. By the time that I arrived at the correct entrance, Daphne was through it and motoring across
the grass. I lowered the car window, said “Essex Kite Group” and was told to follow her.
This was unfortunate…
We parked about three quarters of the way up the field, me being totally oblivious to the fact that
there were numbers written on the grass and Daphne maintaining that she had been told to park
“beyond the white van” and nothing else. Daphne soon had a stake in the ground in the long grass
behind the flying field and one of her big bird kites was in the air intermittently in the light breeze
and cloud broken sky. First kite up, something she loves to do.
I meanwhile was becoming increasingly uneasy as more exhibitors and traders began turning up and
asking us about “pitch numbers”. Other club members had arrived by this time, had parked around us
and we were erecting the club tent when it became painfully obvious that we were in the wrong
place. What ensued was a comic sequence where half the club members walked the tent down the hill
while the others did a motorised equivalent of musical chairs. On interrogation, Daphne admitted that
she had “not really listened” to what the steward had told her when she entered the flying field.
I slap my head in frustration!
I am not sure when Mark’s brother-in-law got hit by another exhibitors car. But it was probably
shortly after this. I did not see the incident and was unaware it happened until I was told the
following day. The poor chap was shaken and spent much of the day sitting down, but I am pleased to
report from Mark, that he appears to have recovered from the accident. The driver of the car however,
apparently seemed totally unconcerned about it.
Now that these nomadic and traumatic episodes were finally complete we could set up EKG base
camp properly and wait for the show to begin…
There were no kite vendors at the show. Daphne had purchased a hundred mini-kites for the club to
sell at such venues and we had discussed how many to bring with us to Royston. I had suggested
bringing them all as we had space with two cars. What a good call! With the aid of Mark’s amazing
sister and mother who are both natural sales people, we sold all but fourteen of them before the show
was over and made over a hundred pounds for the club funds. A big thank you to them both!
The wind was freshening as the morning progressed which made kite flying easier for everyone and
the increasing sunshine turned the day into a very pleasant one for both spectators and participants
alike.
There was a kite fliers conference at 10AM where the order of battle in the flying arena was
explained. Ernie as the ex secretary kindly came with me to add moral support. We had to appear in
the arena as a club a number of times during the day and also have a showing in the kite altitude
competition. We also volunteered to help out with the Great Ouse Fliers “Swallow” display which
involved flying up to twenty two similar kites in the shape of swallows in the arena at the same time it was quite a sight to see!
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Ernie warned me I would be busy and he was not wrong. The day sped by for me and I personally
saw little of the many activities going on in the arena in which the club was not directly involved.
Other than about five minutes or so flying my beloved fighter kite and the appearances in the arena, I
did little kite flying. I did however get to have a chat with Stafford Wallace, the Indian fighter kite
guru and such a lovely man. He was attending to demonstrate his fighter kite prowess. He told me
that he was retiring, which is a shame as he will be missed at the festivals, but understandable at his
age. As usual, he had fighter kites and cotton line for sale, so I took advantage and added to my
fighter kite collection, as did a few others I suspect.
Mid way through the event, with the field behind the flying arena full of show kites and families with
children flying their kites in the long grass, I was surprised to hear the sound of what I recognised as
large farm machinery approaching. Looking behind me I was shocked to see what I can only describe
as a mini combined harvester careering up and down the field and weaving in and out of adults,
children and kite ground stakes alike. Mark and Ernie both ran towards it waving furiously. I
approached at a more leisurely rate. By the time I arrived within hearing distance it was apparent that
the grass cutting was to continue but that the operator would take more care. It transpired that the
slope was a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) as it was the home of a rare butterfly and the
grass could only be cut at a certain time of the year, although why it should have been the day of the
Royston Kite Festival alluded me.
Oh! did I forget telling about Daphne’s uncontrolled crash into the flying arena with her large bird
kite in the middle of a display? Well, perhaps that little incident should best be forgotten. As should
also perhaps, Mark’s families realisation when we were packing up to leave, that they had
inadvertently drained the battery on their car. Which left a puzzled Mark, who is not a driver,
wondering why it required him to empty a boot full of kites and stuff as he was told the battery was
in the boot, only to have the bonnet opened and the car jump started from there using my jump leads.
That was the Royston Kite Festival 2015 as recalled from the perspective of a very new club
secretary. A long day, tiring for me personally (every time I walked up the slope of the field during
the day it seemed that it had become another couple of degrees steeper), but very enjoyable and a
great day out. Not to be missed in my opinion and highly recommended.
A big thank you to all those club members and their families who attended, represented the club with
such enthusiasm and helped out so ably all day!
Another big thank you to the Royston Rotary Club who organise this great annual event - long may it
continue.
Frank.

Coincidence ...or just Fate?

This short piece could loosely be based upon flying, but not with kites.
This year 2015 is the 75th anniversary of the battle of Britain and on the 15th September, I was
privileged to see a fly-past of three Spitfire aircraft whilst spending the day in Dover.
So much for the preamble, now onto the story which I found in the Nation's favourite newspaper,
you know, the one that doesn't have page 3 anymore. It seems that also on 15th September, an oil
slick, nicknamed Hitler's revenge leaked onto beaches at Pembroke dock in West Wales. It was
spotted by ramblers and quickly contained by the Environment Agency who said it was the last
residue from 1940 air raid damage.
Curious or what?
Vernon
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Layer Marney Tower Kite Festival

Daphne and myself arrived at the big field beneath the impressive façade of the historic building
about 9.30AM. We were surprised to see the lone figure of Keith standing in the centre of the field
already flying a kite. Keith had parked about half way down the field and after a few words with him
Daphne drove down next to his car and set up her own base camp while I decided to set up the EKG
club shelter at the entrance to the field where the public would be walking down from the house.
I started to assemble the frame of the club shelter and
had just completed it when Mark turned up and kindly
informed me that I had put the bases of the frame on
incorrectly. That sorted, and with Keith’s help, we got
the shelter erected. As the day progressed and more
fliers arrived, both from our club and our friends the
East Anglian Fliers, who all likewise parked further
down the field, it became apparent that I was in for
quite a lonely day. All on my own, sitting under a
large shelter with a small collection of mini kites for
sale and a handful of club brochures (do I hear the sob
of a mournful violin in the background at this point?).
Note for next year, forget strategic planning, don’t do
that again and let’s all keep close together in future, a
bit like a wild west wagon train.
The festival was to open to the public at midday and the kite making workshop was happening in the
Long Hall, close to the house itself. Vernon who had organised the workshop had told me that he
would be arriving about 11.30, so around that time I walked up the impressive grand approach to the
Tower to see if they were setting up OK. On reaching the long hall, there was no one there but the
organisers had kindly set out some tables for their arrival, so I trudged slowly back down the slope
again muttering darkly.
The weather was fine, dry, with broken cloud and
lots of sunshine. The only problem was the
occasional lack of a sustained breeze, which made
successful flying of the larger “show” kites a very
exhausting process, with many launches and relaunches. The stunt fliers had appropriated the far
end of the field and it appeared to me from the far
distance that they were having a much better time of
it, although I was informed later that they were also
“having their moments”.
At about midday, I walked up the steep slope
back to the long hall and was pleased to see that
Vernon, Margaret, Colin, Graham and Maurice
had all arrived, set up shop and were already
helping youngsters build and decorate their
kites. I must have only just missed their arrival
on my first trip.
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To be honest, I have seen more visitors at previous
kite festivals at Layer Marney, but all those who did
take the time to come I think had a lovely day out in
the warm sunshine and I would recommend the
event to everyone, as the venue is one of the best
anyone could wish for. We were even treated to a
double flypast of a second world war Douglas DC3
Dakota replete with D-Day invasion stripes! There
were a few mutterings from some kiters about flying
altitude, but I think in all honesty we were both
parties equally guilty of maximising the flying limits
envelope.
At the end of the day I finally got to fly a kite! A short skirmish with a brand new Indian fighter kite
that did not want to behave, which prompted the loud and very funny comment from a person who
will remain nameless that; “Frank is walking his kite down!”
A big thanks to the organisers, especially Jackie,
who provided us with such a wonderful canvas to
show off our kites. We have been invited to display
our kites at other events at Layer Marney Tower
next year and I can see no reason why we should
not eagerly take them up on that kind offer.
I must not forget to give a special thank you the the
Kite Workshop team who did such sterling work up
in the long hall all day and the people who
wondered up from the kite flying during the day to
give them a break.
Finally, thanks to those club members who
were happy to mingle with the youngsters and
help them fly their creations. I firmly believe
that every person who flies a kite successfully
at a young age is a potential future member of
the club and therefore this assistance should
be highly encouraged.
If you missed this festival, make sure you do
not miss the next one at Layer Marney Tower.
You will not regret it.
Frank.

Layer Marney Tower
• Tallest Tudor gatehouse in the country.
• Built by Henry, Lord Marney.
• Part of an unfinished larger house.
• Designed in the Italian style.
• Visited by both Henry VIII and Elizabeth I.
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• Overlooking the river Blackwater.
• Still a family home.
• Open to the public on selected days.
• Also, events, conferences, weddings, parties.
Check out their website at:
www.layermarneytower.co.uk

Wick Country Park Kite Festival
STOP PRESS – Graham Leggett seen flying a kite! “Never known that
happen before in my lifetime” says nonagenarian Colin Kill. - END

I arrived at the venue at about 10.30. Daphne had stopped to top up on fuel in Chelmsford, so being
the complete gentleman, I left her there and carried on alone in advance without her. There were a
number of fellow fliers already set up and even flying at the far end of the field, so I joined them and
parked close by. I walked across to the pavilion where the kite workshop was to be held and found it
was crowded with enthusiastic kite building helpers from “The Friends ofWick Park” who were
raring to go, but had no raw materials to build with yet. Luckily, Colin and Maurice turned up very
shortly afterwards and the kite building fest could begin.
I chatted to the country park warden, the very
helpful and encouraging Mark, about where we
should fly and allow the children space to fly their
creations just in front of the pavilion. I was a bit
disconcerted to see a big four line para-foil
careering around the sky where the kids should
have been safely flying. It turned out that the
individuals responsible were actually members of
the Classic Car club that had lined their wonderful
vehicles in front of the pavilion who also
happened to be kite buggying enthusiasts. I asked
them to kindly fly down to the end of the field if
they wished to continue. Mark the warden also
made it clear that he was not happy allowing non-EKG members with possibly no public liability
insurance flying such powerful and potentially dangerous kites, especially so close to the general
public. A fair point I think!
The weather had been forecast for rain at
midday. Other than a few drops, we were
lucky and missed it almost completely. In
fact, as the afternoon progressed the sun
came out and the wind freshened, so it
ended up a very good kiting day indeed. 24
hours later and it would have been a
completely different story! We seem to have
been very lucky as a club at events this year.
This was a very well attended event. The
Friends ofWick Country Park advertise it
extensively and soon the field was full of
children of all ages attempting to launch their kites into the air, with varying levels of success. The
Classic Car Club provided an extra dimension to the event and it was nice to see that the number of
vehicles was larger than previous years.
Club kite flying was confined to mostly hand held due to the varying
wind, but we did manage to launch the club flowform for a period of
time and even attached one of Daphne's smaller fish as line laundry
to it. The best display in my humble opinion was a duo of flow tailed
deltas which persuaded me to order one of my own as soon as I got
back home – me, a dedicated fighter kite flier - who would have
thought it.
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Graham flew a number of kites throughout the
afternoon. I think he really enjoyed himself,
although I am not sure he enjoyed the comments
that came with this (I am told) rare event. I flew
a paper Indian fighter kite and even lent it to
Courtney to have a go, although he could have
been more adventurous, being content to launch
it and just leave it in the sky while he wandered
around the field.

Once again, a big thank you to all who attended. To
Mark the warden and the people from the Friends of
Wick Country Park who performed wonders in the
kite workshop along with Colin and Maurice. Finally,
to the members who always seem to put on a good
show whatever the conditions.
A great afternoon, I cannot wait until the invite comes
for the next one!
Frank.

Friends of the Wick Country Park
A friendly group of volunteers who work
alongside Basildon Council and the Park Ranger
in the management of the country park,
encourage public interest in the park, stage
events, and also promote interest in natural
history and conservation.
Please visit their website at:
www.friendsofthewickcountrypark.co.uk
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Dunstable Kite Weekend

By way of starting my report on what is fast becoming the most popular inland event in the south of
England, a couple of facts about the venue: Dunstable Downs, at a height of 797 feet (243 metres)
above sea level, is the highest point in Bedfordshire and because of their elevation, Dunstable Downs
hosted a station in the shutter telegraph chain which connected the Admiralty in London to its naval
ships in the port of Great Yarmouth during the years 1808 to 1814. (Information courtesy of
Wikipedia)
Decisions, decisions, all the time decisions.
What I mean by that is that we wanted to go to
Dunstable for the kite festival BUT, we also
wanted to go to a traction engine show at StowCum-Quy near Cambridge. However, the
decision was made for us when the weather
forecast on Friday TV told us ... Fine on
Saturday, damp with light rain on Sunday. Now,
knowing that kites don't fly when wet, Dunstable
would be our Saturday venue.
Dunstable kite festival has become very popular over the years not only with kiters but with families
who enjoy a day out at this really superb venue. The National Trust, who administer the site, have also
"cottoned on" to the popularity of kiting for when we first went there, probably 4 years ago, they had
but a small selection of kites in their Countryside Centre and these were mainly aimed at the children's
market. However now they have a much larger selection to suit all age ranges.
We left home early in order not to be directed
to the overflow car park and upon arrival
started the day with the usual coffee and sticky
bun from the cafeteria in the Countryside
Centre. Following our short repast we
wandered around the various sales pitches until
... yes ... there they were, our favourite kite
traders, Skybums. We have known Paul and
Helene for at least 10 years ever since we had
our first holiday in Shropshire. We have a
number of Skybums kites but as always we
couldn't resist one of their more recent
additions, the "EYE" box kite. Based on the Optic Box, this one is filled in at the back with an eye
which can be seen from any angle of flight.
Out on the field, the brisk wind was from the north
west blowing up the hill and even though it was
early in the day, the air was filled with a great
variety of kites, some of which looked very large
and very expensive. We saw the Flying Squad with
their many, many Revolutions in the air
performing the most complicated moves to
absolute perfection. We also saw Team Spectrum
with his “one man” show, first with two, then three
kites flying to music performing the perfect aerial
ballet.
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Near the bottom of the hill, the para gliding
group were making the most of the wind and
right at the bottom of the hill, the London
Gliding Club were also making maximum use of
the wind. With four takeoffs in five minutes,
they were busy, busy, busy. Anyway ... back to
the kite festival.

Once again the gentlemen from SkyVue Media
were there giving the usual superb demonstration
of how to fly a drone. The reason for this, as we
found out by way of the arena commentary is
that the guys who fly these machines are fully
qualified and are registered with the CAA (Civil
Aviation Authority) as pilots. Not only that but
each craft is also registered with the CAA and carries a CAA registration, something like G-XXXX. I
wasn't able to get near enough to their exhibit to find the actual registration but there's always next
year. These craft and pilots are available for hire so if you want an aerial survey done or maybe some
pictures of your house from above, the price according to their website
http://www.skyvuemedia.co.uk/index.html is £750 - £1250 per day.
Good Drone, Bad Drone

It seems that drones ofthe model variety have been receiving some bad press lately. Obviously
SkyVuemedia are a responsible drone operating company. However, according to a short report in the
nation's favourite tabloid (I buy it for the puzzle pages (of course you do! - Ed) ) on 26th August, it
would seem that drugs, a gun and some "raunchy" DVDs were found in a drone after a failed attempt
to fly it into a jail in Cumberland, Maryland, USA .

A new visitor this year was a group of Chinese dragon kite
enthusiasts. These magnificent, although very delicate
structures are made from paper, card, bamboo, polystyrene
(for the horns) and bird feathers. Each one had a different
design head and although Chinese history for the most part
is shrouded in mystery it seems that each head represents
something different within that history. The kites were laid
out in the arena but remained grounded until presumably
the group leader, with the help of his anemometer (wind
speed calculating device) decided that the wind had
dropped sufficiently to allow a launch. What a wonderful
sight to see five of these kites in the air at once. But all too
soon the man with the wind gauge decided that they ought
to come down since the wind was increasing once again. A
question then ... Who needs a "zillion" square metre
flowform when one of these kites is in the air? Just hope
they will be invited back next year!!
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However, the highlight of the day just had to be
the largest kite we have ever seen, albeit an
inflatable. Built by Rolf Zimmerman of
Germany, the Dragon kite, its line anchored to
the front bumper of a 4x4 Land Rover, needed
something like six people to hold it into the wind
to get it inflated but once the wind got a bit
stronger it was up in the air making a wonderful
spectacle and a fitting finale to our visit.

People were already drifting away and so after
another brief look at the stalls and bidding
farewell to our good friends Paul and Helene of
Skybums, it was just a case of finding the car,
telling the SatNav to take us home via our
favourite McDonald's in Hatfield and just like
young children on Christmas day ... Can't wait till
next year!!
Vernon and Margaret

Spring 201 5 Puzzle Answers

The fruits are: grapefruit; orange; plum; mango; pomegranate; greengage; grape; lime; pear;
mandarin; lemon; banana; date; raspberry; strawberry; tangerine; damson; kiwi; apple;
melon.
The required eight-word question is: Are you getting your five portions each day?
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Colourful Four Letter Words (No not those...)

In the passage below you can find eight colours (each of four letters) made up of the first letters of
four consecutive words, or the last letters of four consecutive words.
"We have just finished a week near a most beautiful place in north Kent bordering onto all kind
of interesting or impressive scenery. When you climb well you make for hilly places; if you are
not a vigorous young thing, you seek out peaceful locations using maps. If you find one that's
superb, you stuff yourself with it, as it were."
The answers will be in the Spring 2016 Edition.
Bill Longley

Kryptic Kite Krossword

Here is a crossword for you. Many of the answers have a kiting connection.
Have fun!
The answers will be in the Spring 2016 Edition.
Frank Wright
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Across
1) Search, or a cock's top? (4)
3) A pugilist. (7)
6) It slows and stabilises. (6)
10) Arrive really late in this aqueous location. (5)
12) An antipodean kite event in the northern
hemisphere. (9)
13) Solo verses worked out for this romantic
couple. (6)
15) One in four is a leap. (4)
17) Angry gusts are a kiting nightmare. (10)
19) Jane Mansfield? or a layer cake? (7)
22) British comedy drama is a bit of one
apparently. (2)
24) Irish peninsula in ascending letters. (6)
25) A knock, or a dance? (3)
26) It sounds, like an animal appendage. (4)
30) Sounds warmer than an amphibious mammal.
(5)
31) Swarmed without either a point or a drug is
just conflict. (3)
33) This line is a good stretch for a solo lamp
component. (12)
36) Fly within a candles wax. (4)
38) Driving a car ready or not initially is line and
material. (6)
39) South Korean Soviet rifle keeps up initially
with this oriental fighter. (7)
41) Sounds like a wait under the bed is a fighters
line. (6)
42) Meeting straw on nothing we hear. (8)
44) Decay, red in German. (3)
47) What the big, beefy people are in the gym. (7)
48) A bit of a learner inside a betrothed controls
the flight. (6)
49) Another pop in short. (3)
50) A Dutch rabbit from the north east flies this
kite. (6)
51) One to fly in the snow? (4)

Down
1) Not a good idea to put before the horse. (4)
2) Honey maker. (3)
4) Park, fly from an elevated location we hear. (7)
5) Keep oxygen sticking. (5)
7) Pull in when centre elevated. (4)
8) Restriction initially in a mallet can get you
stoned. (6)
9) English rugby score is a way in. (5)
11) Tear and desist material. (7)
14) A carton aloft. (3)
16) Another type of thatch for the roof. (4)
17) A fishy flies high. (4)
18) An intrepid event controls this kite. (5)
20) A gem of a kite. (7)
21) The waters outflow forms a heavy lifter. (8)
23) A barb on an academic is an old codgers
delight. (8)
25) A recommendation for a gratuity at the end.
(3)
27) Top of the house. (4)
28) Trojan king minus some information in short
is a pusher. (4)
29) Pulverised vampire protection keeps it
anchored. (6-4)
32) A successful Anglican makes me cringe. (5)
34) Colloquial tattoo. (3)
35) Climbers delight, kiters nightmare. (4-5)
37) Is it a bird? (4)
39) This event destroys tons of kites. (7)
40) It hangs, it flies, its clean. (7)
42) South is in loathing, but quickly. (5)
43) Make a cardinal point up? (5)
44) To spiral or rummage for a weapon. (5)
45) Luck is one tonight apparently. (4)
46) Senior ex-school boy. (3)
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Winter/Spring Meetings 2015/2016
Date
201 5

11th October
18th October
1st November
15th November
29th November

201 6

Venue
One Sky One World - Hylands Park - CM2 8WQ
EKG Meeting - Hainault Country Park
EKG Meeting - Thorndon Park South
EKG Meeting - Hylands Park - CM2 8WQ
EKG Christmas Dinner - Wick Country Park - SS12 9GP

In the Pavilion at 1. 00PM. As usual, it's a DIY lunch. Please bring some food ifpossible, also
Xmas raffle prizes ifyou have any. Flying before and after - weather permitting.

1st January
17th January
31st January
14th February
28th February
13th March

Traditional New Years Day Meet - Hylands Park - CM2 8WQ
EKG Meeting - Thorndon Park South
EKG Meeting - Hainault Country Park
EKG Meeting (Valentines Day Special) - Hylands Park - CM2 8WQ
EKG Meeting - Hainault Country Park
EKG AGM - Wick Country Park - SS12 9GP

3rd April
17th April

EKG Meeting - Cudmore Grove Country Park - CO5 8UE
EKG Meeting - Hylands Park - CM2 8WQ

AGM starts at 2. 00PM. Preceded by a buffet lunch at 12. 30PM. Same idea as the Xmas Dinner
so bring food and raffle prizes ifyou have any. Flying before and after - weather permitting.

All EKG kite meetings are informal and start about11.00AM, but feel free to come and go as you please.
For more information about our meetings and other events:
Visit our website and forums on: www.essexkitegroup.co.uk
...or visit our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/EssexKiteGroup

Other, non EKG events can be found on: www.kitecalendar.co.uk

CONTACT INFORMATION

All personal information, addresses, telephone numbers etc. have been removed from this online
version of the magazine. However, should you wish to contact us, there are three ways to
do so via this website.
1. Membership Secretary via the JOIN US link.
2. General Secretary via the CONTACT US link.
3. Magazine Editor via the KITE WINGS link.
Thank you on behalf of EKG … www.essexkitegroup.co.uk

